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The following note gives further detail of a study described in Chapter 7 of Jeffares, S. (2014) 
Interpreting Hashtag Politics (Palgrave Macmillan).  The study described develops asks 
research participants to sort 25 statements describing the Bedroom Tax policy into order of 
preference in order to identify shared viewpoints.  
 
The 25 statements were administered using the online Q sorting tool POETQ.  The POETQ 
tool presents respondents with the statements one by one.  They allocate those that disagree 
and agree with their point of view.  The remainder they allocate to a neutral pile.  POETQ 
then presents respondents with their agreeable statements.  They select their most agreeable 
and these are allocated to a response grid.  The interface then shows their disagreeable 
statements, where the most disagreeable are allocated.  The remaining agree statements 
appear once more and further selections are made.  The interface ping-pongs back and forth 
until all statements are allocated to the sorting grid.  The process is a modified ranking 
procedure; Figure 1 shows the sorting grid shape offering a distribution of seven piles, with 
space for 2 ,3, 5, 5, 5, 3, and 2 respectively.  
 
Figure 1:  
 

 
 
The study was hosted on the website CrowdsortQ.com, the idea being that several Q studies 
related to policy ideas could be hosted at once.  Respondents would be able to read about the 
rationale for the study, and check back and view the emerging analysis.  A link to the 
bedroom tax study was sent using a designated twitter account (@crowdsortQ) and retweeted 
by University of Birmingham twitter accounts belonging to INLOGOV and the College of 
Social Science.  Users that frequently appeared in the archive were tweeted directly.  In 
addition a Facebook advertisement was posted aiming at Facebook users in the UK.  Of those 



that clicked on the invite link around a quarter completed the sort (109 clicked, 42 read 
welcome, 14 consented by did not continue, 13 completed the initial sort, 7 partially 
completed the sort, 3 complete sorts were removed because of completing in sub-5 minutes of 
median sorting time).  
 
The approach described is framed as a form of crowdsourcing rather than a survey. These are 
not a representative sample of the population.  However, the person sample responding was 
judged to be sufficiently diverse to offer a variety of opinions on the Bedroom Tax statements.  
In total 28 sorts were collected between 12th April and 23rd April 2013.  Respondents took a 
median average of 19 minutes to complete the sort.  
 
Further details of the POETQ can be found at http://jeffar.es 
 
 


